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Abstract – In this paper novel paradigm of Unsupervised Hybrid 
Learning Model is proposed based on usage of unsupervised 
learning model as teacher for supervised learning model. This 
approach is result of generalization of hybrid neural model 
MLP-ART2, proposed by authors in [7, 8, 9]. Also we propose 
novel architecture of Reinforcement Learning based on our 
paradigm and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). In this 
architecture MLP is working in two modes: attraction of output 
vector to target and repulsion from target with respect to award. 
We propose also model MLP-ART-RL based on combination of 
model MLP-ART2 and Reinforcement Learning.  

I.   INTRODUCTION 

For creating of general intelligence, in particular, for 
intelligent robots, learning models must satisfy to following 
requirements: 

- Fast learning, 
- Fast recalling, 
- Incremental learning, 
- Unsupervised learning or reinforcement learning. 

Practically all models of neural networks cover just part of 
these features. So in last years new approach became very 
popular based on development of hybrid neural networks 
consisting of typically two different neural paradigms to get 
cumulative result [1, 2, 3, 4]. Such hybrid neural networks 
may be viewed as part of wider concept of hybrid intelligent 
systems consisting of different paradigms of representation 
and processing of knowledge [5, 6]. 

But really these combinations of neural models address 
the solving of partial technical problems for concrete 
application. 

In this paper we propose novel approach to combine two 
neural models one of them is supervised learning model and 
another is unsupervised learning model. And these models 
may be variable in wide area. 

This model inspired by investigations of brain and mind is 
a result of generalization of hybrid neural network MLP-
ART2 earlier proposed by us [7, 8, 9]. 

II.   MAIN CONCEPTS OF HYBRID UNSUPERVISED LEARNING MODEL 

Our suggested hybrid model consists of two models as 
shown in figure 1. Model 1 is based on multi-layer neural 
network using error back propagation (EBP) algorithm [10]. 
It provides mapping of input feature space on output feature 
space more suitable for classification or clustering or 
invariant recognition. It is well known that MLP can provide 

arbitrary transformation of primary features [11]. So we can 
train one to get invariant features as outputs. The model 2 
provides clustering and classification and also provides 
mapping of recognized class (or cluster) on output feature 
space of model 1 as additional result of this process. It means 
that it produces desirable output pattern of model 1 for 
algorithm EBP. The model 2 may be viewed as teacher for 
model 1 to adapt it to relative small transformations of input 
patterns. Note that unlike classical MLP the algorithm EBP in 
this model aims to some transforms feature space by just 
small number of iterations but no reduction of error to very 
small value. 

  

 
 

Fig. 1. Structure of proposed Unsupervised Hybrid Learning Model 

III.   SOME IMPLEMENTATIONS OF UNSUPERVISED HYBRID LEARNING MODEL 

 
A. Model MLP-ART2 

One implementation of this paradigm was proposed and 
investigated in [7, 8, 9]. This model consists of multi-layer 
perceptron with error back propagation (EBP) as model 1 and 
ART-2 [12] as model 2.  

MLP provides conversion of primary feature space to 
secondary feature space with lower dimension and with more 
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suitable features (close to invariant features) for clustering. 
Neural network ART-2 classifies images and uses secondary 
features to do it. Training of MLP by EBP (with limited small 
number of iterations) provides any movement of an output 
vector of MLP to centre of recognized cluster of ART-2 in 
feature space. In this case the weight vector (center) of 
recognized cluster is desired output vector of MLP. It could 
be said that the recognized class is a context in which system 
try to recognize other images as previous, and in some limits 
the system “is ready to recognize” its by this manner. By 
other words neural network “try to keep recognized pattern 
inside corresponding cluster which is recognizing now”. 

Action of the suggested model is described by the 
following unsupervised learning algorithm: 

1. In MLP let the weights of connections equal to 1/n, 
where n is quantity of neurons in the previous layer (number 
of features for first hidden layer). The quantity of output 
neurons Nout of ART-2 is considered equal zero. 

2. The next example from training set is presented to inputs 
of MLP. Outputs of MLP are calculating. 

3. If Nout=0, then the output neuron is formed with the 
weights of connections equal to values of inputs of model 
ART-2 (the outputs of MLP). 

4. If Nout> 0, in ART-2 the algorithm of calculation of 
distances between its input vector and centers of existing 
clusters (the weight vectors of output neurons) is executing 
using Euclidian distance: 
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Where: yi – ith feature of input vector of ART-2, wij – ith 

feature of weight vector of jth output neuron (the center of 
cluster). After that the algorithm selects the output neuron-
winner with minimal distance. If the distance for the neuron-
winner is more than defined a vigilance threshold or radius of 
cluster R, the new cluster is created as in step 3. 

5. If the distance for the neuron-winner is less than R, then 
in model ART-2 weights of connections for the neuron-
winner are recalculated by:  
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Where: Nm – a number of recognized input vectors of mth 

cluster before. In addition, for MLP a recalculation of 
weights by algorithm EBP is executing. In this case a new 
weight vector of output neuron-winner in model ART-2 is 
employed as desirable output vector for EBP, and the 
quantity of iterations may be small enough (e.g., there may be 
only one iteration). 

6. The algorithm repeats from step 2 while there are 
learning examples in training set. 

Note that in this algorithm EBP aims at absolutely another 
goal different from that in usual MLP-based systems. In those 
systems EBP reduces error-function to very small value. But 

in our algorithm EBP is needed only for some decreasing 
distance between actual and desirable output vectors of MLP. 
So in our case the long time learning of MLP is not required. 

Note that EBP and forming of secondary features are 
executed only when image “is captured” by known cluster. 
So selection of value for vigilance threshold is very important. 
We used different heuristics for calculation of this parameter 
and adaptation of it to characteristics of images. 

This model was tested in different experiments with 
processing of sequence of visual images [7, 8, 9] and with 
avoidance of obstacles by simulated mobile robot [13, 14]. 
Experiments show that this model provides the invariant 
recognition of images and may be applied for image 
processing and pattern recognition in dynamic environment. 
 
B. Model MLP-RL  

Another variant of model based on proposed paradigm 
may be combination of MLP and Reinforcement Learning 
(RL) [15]. There are many of different reinforcement learning 
algorithms. Well known are especially Q-learning algorithm 
and actor-critic architectures [16]. We use in this paper last 
kind of RL. We focus to application of RL in mobile robots. 

In this case the model 2 is critic producing positive or 
negative award (the punishment) with respect to output of 
model 1. Model 1 may be viewed as the model for producing 
the actions like response to any situation described by input 
vector got from sensors. Positive award causes the 
interpretation of output of model 1 as attractive output vector 
(desirable action in any situation) and the punishment is 
corresponding with repulsive output vector. After action of 
model 2 the output vector of MLP becomes target vector 
(positive or negative). May be possible to call negative target 
vector as danger vector. 

For this case it is needed MLP with 2 modes of EBP – 
positive or negative respecting for attraction and repulsion of 
target output vector. Let call this kind of EBP as Error Back 
Propagation with Punishment (EBPP). Positive mode of this 
model is classic EBP. The negative mode provides update of 
weights with opposite sign. Thus updates of weights in EBPP 
are described by following formulas: 
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where: 
wij is weight of connection between ith neuron and jth 
neurons; 
a is value of award, 1 or -1; 
r is a rate of learning; 

jϕ  is error propagation for jth neuron; 

x’i is derivative of active function of ith neuron. 
Function jϕ  for calculation of error propagation for 

output layer differs from same function in usual EBP 
algorithm. For case a=1 it is same as in EBP classic 
algorithm: 
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where yj and dj are actual and desirable output of neuron 
respectively. 
For case a=-1 the function jϕ  is determined as  
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The expression )1( jj yy − of this formula represents the 

derivative of neuron’s state like in usual error back 
propagation. The exponential function in this formula 
provides maximal value of jϕ  at equality of actual and 

desirable states of jth neuron. Value σ represents the 
sensitivity in neighborhood of danger vector. Coefficient k 
may be interpreted as a level of timidity and may be 
connected with simulation of emotions. 

Another variant of calculation of jϕ  is possible. 

For dj ≠ yj function jϕ  may be represented as 
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For dj  =  yj  function jϕ  may be determined as constant value 

k. 
Unlike classical EBP with positive award the punishment 

in EBPP provides adaptation of weights to repulsion of target 
output vector (danger vector). Particular case is learning to 
predict of events in time. In this case MLP may be replaced 
by recurrent neural network (model RNN-RL) dealing with 
sequences of patterns, e.g. Elman model [17] with EBP 
through time. 

 To provide the adaptation of weights of MLP with EBPP 
it is needed to use MLP in regime of training. This regime 
may run during detection of award or during any longer time. 
To support last opportunity we can utilize a memory for 
storing last output vector of MLP associated with the award 
and usage of training regime with this target vector during 
some s steps. This is similar to simplest behavior of animal 
providing the storing of attraction or repulsion in 
neighborhood of any target. More sophisticated model may 
be implemented with memory for all met attractive and 
repulsive output vectors of MLP and recognition of most 
close of them for example by ART-2. In this case we have 
combination of MLP with EBPP, ART-2, critic and memory 
of target vectors and corresponding award (model MLP-
ART-RL). This model is shown in figure 2. Algorithm for 
this model in pseudo code is represented below. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of model MLP-ART-RL 

Procedure processing input vector. 
Calculation of outputs of MLP. 
Calculation of outputs of ART-2 (distances between input 
vector of ART-2 and centers of existing clusters); 
If minimal value of outputs of ART-2 > r  
   Then 
      If in previous step new cluster was created 
                 with same award 
          Then 
              r = minimal value of outputs of ART-2 
           Else 
              If award or punishment is detected  
                 Then  
                    Target output of MLP is actual output vector 
                            of MLP 
                    Create new record in memory. 
                    Create new cluster (output neuron) for ART-2 
                      with center equal target output vector of MLP. 
                    Store target output vector and award 
                         in new record. 
                  Else 
                      r = minimal value of outputs of ART-2 
              End if 
       End if 
End if 
If minimal value of outputs of ART-2 ≤ r  
     Then   
       Update weights of ART-2. 
       Search recognized cluster (record) in memory and read 
              the award. 
       If award is positive 
           Then 
                Train MLP with EBP 
              Else 
                Train MLP with EBPP. 
       End if 
End if  
End of procedure. 
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Note that unlike usual ART-2 in this algorithm vigilance 
threshold r is changed adapting to process of creating or 
recognition of clusters. In beginning this parameter must have 
small value. And in this model (based on ART-2) is not 
needed to store in memory the target vector. This one is 
storing in ART-2 as weight vector of output neuron (cluster). 
Note also that it is needed to introduce any delay between 
calculation of output of MLP and detection of award or 
punishment or outputs of MLP must me obtained in previous 
step. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH MODEL MLP-ART-RL 

Previous experiments with the model MLP-ART2 [8, 9] 
show that most sufficient problem is selection value of 
vigilance threshold r. Proposed and described above 
algorithm provides adaptation of this value to features of 
recognition and creating of clusters in time. In case when any 
cluster is not recognized and in previous step new cluster was 
created with same award as current, value of r became equal 
minimal found distance between it and center of any existing 
cluster. This provides recognition of this cluster. In case 
when previous condition is fail and award or punishment is 
not detected value of r is setting by same way. This heuristic 
protects from reiteration of making similar clusters with same 
award and repetition of action without any award. 

This algorithm was tested in simulated mobile robot in 
program MRS already used earlier by authors [13, 14]. In this 
experiments, as in previous ones, the hybrid approach was 
used, i.e. this proposed model was used at enough distance 
between robot and any obstacle and the simple rules were 
used near the obstacles. And also when robot is enough far 
from target and obstacles then it selects the direction of 
movement to target. In these experiments the robot got 
positive award when next position of robot was closer to 
target or the robot could look directly the target not covered 
by any obstacle. 

The robot got the punishment when next position was 
more far from target in contrary to previous one. Actions of 
robot were provided by 4 outputs of MLP: 1) keep the 
direction of movement, 2) turn to left in 30 degrees, 3) turn to 
right in 30 degrees, 4) turn to 180 degrees. The input vector 
of MLP have length 15 and consists of information from 12 
distance sensors around body, the distance from target, the 
direction to target and the direction of robot. 

Typically behavior of robot in experiment is shown in 
figures 3 and 4. There yellow positions (more light) mean 
situations in which robot creates new cluster and stores 
corresponding award. In figure 3 there are two such positions 
with award and punishment respectively (one of them was 
covered later by another position and so is invisible). In 
figure 4 there are two such positions with only awards. At 
repetition of movement of learned robot from new start 
position usually the clusters created in previous experiment 
are enough and new ones are not needed for achievement of 
target. 

 
   

 
 

Fig. 3. The behavior of mobile robot in environment with one obstacle 
controlled by hybrid navigation system based on proposed model. 

 

Fig. 4. The behavior of mobile robot in environment with multiple 
obstacles controlled by hybrid navigation system based on proposed model. 

 
The experiments using proposed model MLP-ART-RL 

were compared with experiments utilizing multi layer 
perceptron without ART, memory and punishment. In 
contrast to MLP our model provides less chaotic and more 
“reasonable” behavior with small number of iterations of 
error back propagation (e.g. for 1 or 5). It is caused by 
invariant recognition inherited from model MLP-ART and 
including of punishment when robot moves off target. In case 
of large number of iteration (e.g. 50 or more) MLP 
demonstrates approximately same capabilities but has any 
disadvantages: 1) more time for training, 2) possibility of 
overfitting and so impossible relearning and 3) difficulty of 
connection with human-robot interaction by natural language. 
The last disadvantage is absent when we use clustering by 
ART as was shown in [18] where was proposed the 
architecture of control system for mobile robot oriented on 
natural language based interaction with him for definition of 
targets of movement.  



In comparison of previous our experiments with robot 
controlled by MLP-ART2 new model MLP-ART-RL 
provides fully unsupervised learning whereas MLP-ART2 
required sometimes assistance of operator for creating of new 
cluster with respective direction of desirable movement. 

Conducted experiments show that behavior of the robot 
controlled by proposed model is better than movement 
controlled by multi layer perceptron. Advantage of this model 
in comparison with classical reinforcement learning is 
absence of necessity of preliminary knowledge about 
environment and discretization of space.  

V. RELATED WORKS 

Our work is related with research in invariant recognition 
and usage of neural networks for navigation of mobile robots. 

There are many other approaches to achieve invariant 
recognition by neural networks, for example proposed in [19], 
[20], [21], [22], [23], [3], [4]. In [19] K. Fukushima  suggests 
complex universal neural model for invariant recognition 
“Neocognitron”. But the complexity of this model does not 
permit to use one in real time.  In [20] the combination of 
wavelet transform and the Fourier transform was proposed 
for building of so called spectroface for invariant recognition 
in particular face recognition. In [21] was proposed invariant 
recognition based on preprocessing (extraction of topological 
features and calculation of moment of inertia) and 
holographic nearest-neighbor algorithm and this approach 
was tested by character recognition. 

Thus each of proposed earlier models for invariant 
recognition is either too complex or specialized for 
determined any kind of images and transformations.  

We suggest potentially universal approach for invariant 
recognition which can be implemented in real time systems, 
because it not requires long time processing as in usual 
applications of error back propagation. 

Usage of neural networks for navigation of mobile robots 
is very popular in robotics from works of N.M. Amosov [24] 
and R. Brooks [25]. Short review of this topic may be found 
in [26]. This interest of using neural networks for this 
problem is explained by that a key challenge in robotics is to 
provide the robots to function autonomously in unstructured, 
dynamic, partially observable, and uncertain environments. 
The problem of navigation may be divided on following 
tasks: map building, localization, path planning, and obstacle 
avoidance. Our work is dealing with obstacle avoidance and 
path planning.   

Many attempts to employ different neural networks models 
for obstacle avoidance are known, for example [27-30]. 
Usage of multi layer perceptrons (MLP) with error back 
propagation learning algorithm has some disadvantages most 
of them are complexity or even impossibility to relearn, slow 
training and orientation on supervised learning. In [27] was 
made the attempt to overcome some of these shortcomings by 
development of multi layer hybrid neural network with 
preprocessing based on principle component analysis (PCA). 
This solution allows some reduce the time of learning. But 
rest disadvantages of MLP are remained. In [28] A. Billard 

and G. Hayes suggested architecture DRAMA based on 
recurrent neural network with delays. This system is 
interesting as probably first attempt to develop universal 
neural network based control system for behavior in uncertain 
dynamic environment. However it was oriented on enough 
simple binary sensors detecting any events. The attempt of 
employ of model ART-2 for solving of navigation task of 
robot oriented on interaction by natural language was carried 
out in [18]. But this model is dealing with primary features of 
images and so is sensitive to its transformations. So it is 
difficult to use ART-2 in dynamic unknown environment. 
Same difficulty is expected for other popular modifications of 
ART (but with supervised learning), such as ARTMAP [29], 
Fuzzy ARTMAP [30]. To overcome this drawback in [31] 
was employed multi-channel model and evaluated for solving 
of minefield navigation task. But in this model for every 
category is needed to use separate ART model. This feature 
limits availability of such approach, essentially in case of 
using visual-like sensor information.  

Analyzing existing approaches we may conclude that our 
model MLP-ART-RL is most appropriate for building of 
hybrid control system for mobile robot because one provides 
invariant recognition of environment, unsupervised learning 
and opportunity of categorization which may be used for 
association with words of natural language for dialog.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The simulation of above described models based on 
Unsupervised Hybrid Learning Model (UHLM) shows its 
possibility of application for invariant recognition in 
uncertain changing environment (MLP-ART2), for learning 
by awards and punishments (demanding repulsion) (MLP-RL 
and MLP-ART-RL). These models may be used for mobile 
robots acting in unknown dynamic environment. Moreover 
this model may be combined with supervised learning of 
MLP as part of hybrid model. So this approach to building of 
hybrid neural model may be viewed as possible model of 
mind.  

We belief that our approach implemented in UHLM may 
be used for other models of neural networks, for example, for 
building hybrid model MLP-SOM, combining MLP and self-
organizing maps of T.Kohonen [32]. It is possible to expect 
the more stability for mapping of sensor information to output 
neurons. But note that in this case map probably can not use 
for visualization of sensor information but may use for 
visualization of secondary features that more invariant. 
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